Breaking News (Suspense Thriller): A newly homeless father hijacks the local broadcast news station,
interrupting his estranged, now-hostaged wife’s live
debut as a new local reporter.
Along the lines of Money Monster, this intense, ultra lowbudget feature takes place in
real time, in and around one location: conveniently a sound
stage where lights and camera
equipment are all organic to the
set. With a tight cast and virtually no crew moves, these economies of scale have proven to
be the most efficient way to shoot a feature film. Successful
limited-location productions include classics such as Reservoir Dogs, The Breakfast Club, Clerks1, Phone Booth, Open
Water,2 Cube and Buried. Every penny spent is reflected in
production value on the screen.
Like so many of the thought-provoking films of the 1970’s golden era of movie
making, Breaking News deals with the ease and abuse of media manipulation but updated to explore today’s incessantly connected world.
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Clerks (1994) Budget = $230K; Box Office = $3.1M; Phone Booth (2002) B = $13M; BO = $46.6M;

Open Water (2003) Budget = $500K; BO = $38.5M; Cube (1997) Budget = $371K; Box Office = $489K; Buried
(2010) Budget: $3M; Box Office: $4M;

Almost an homage to its fine precursors, Dog Day Afternoon and Network, this
tightly-plotted, pressure-cooker shows a desperate man at his breaking point - on
the tipping point of our culture’s Zeitgeist.

Story Overview
This is a story about the Average Joe, trying to make it in today’s unpredictable
economy and fast-paced world. Black, white, Hispanic or Asian, rich, poor or middle class, male or female, young or old - it doesn’t matter: all around the globe, life
is moving faster, humanity is being squeezed and the pressure to live the perfect,
projected life is mounting. It has affected us all. In different ways.
Angry activists try to picket and petition Corporate America to change while the
more personally resourceful scramble to find new loopholes to cheat or steal or
cover their tracks. Most of us just are just trying to survive - paycheck t paycheck
- with our integrity, dignity and relationships intact. At least somewhat. A little bit.
All Chris wants to do is be heard.
And to provide for his children.
And maybe, just maybe, reconcile with his wife.
But most of all…
Chris just wants to get his own self-respect back.
Chris lost his job and hasn’t been able to find a new one in almost two years.
Two.
Years.
Unemployment has long since run out - along with his wife’s patience. They lost
their home to foreclosure and out of utter frustration, she left him. Their long history
of love driven apart by stress, the divorce papers sit unsigned by both as they
struggle to juggle - but not traumatize - their two young, beloved children.

Sadly, we meet Chris on the day he discovers he hadn’t quite hit rock bottom. Yet.
As the friendly Sheriff knocks on his door to sadly escort him from the tiny studio
apartment he can no longer afford, Chris’ neighbors who really liked him, watch,
painfully aware that they could be next, Chris waves, embarrassed, as he crawls
into his last remaining asset: his crammed junk-heap of a car.
How is Chris - now homeless - going to pick up his kids for the weekend without
scaring them? Or losing what little he has left of his wife’s respect? Not to mention:
what little is left of his own self-worth. What’s left at the end of Chris’s rope? (Other
than a noose). What could any law abiding, honest, hard working but desperate
father and husband possibly do under these circumstances to provide for his wife
and children? But Chris has had a lot of time on his hands lately.
To think.
To plan.
His wife has just landed a job - - good for her. As the new weather girl. The lowest
rung on the on-the-air ladder. At the rinky dink, rural TV station where he used to
work.
As a security guard…
Probably still even has a set of keys.
The sleazy boss who fired him is probably hitting on his wife as he ruminates…
Tomorrow isn’t just his first full day homeless. Or his first day with his kids as a
homeless father. It’s also his wife’s first on-air “local color” interview. They’re giving
her a leg up. A shot at becoming a reporter. Some lucky schmuck discovered a
million dollar baseball card in the storage unit he bought at auction. A baseball
card. That’s worth a million dollars. An item that’s easy to carry. And hide. And sell
anonymously online - from just about anywhere in the world.
Hunh. A baseball card.
Worth a million bucks…
A lot of local syndicated stations have fifteen-minute
satellite windows where they broadcast LIVE. To
the entire nation. Her station - his old station - goes
live every night. At 8 PM.
Let’s get one thing straight: Chris is not a murderer.
Or a thief. It’s just a silly piece of paper - like a lottery
ticket. Chris has no intention of hurting anyone least of all his wife (whose head he puts the gun to).

Quite the contrary. In the grand scheme of his well-thought out plan, he’s going to
make her famous. Launch her career. Secure her ability to provide financially for
their children since his limited manual labor skill set has failed him - failed them financially.
It’s really more of a love story.
He might end up in jail, sure. But maybe he can flee the country by nightfall. He’s
got it all figured out. Sort of. If only it weren’t for the fact that every other member
of the small, eclectic cast and crew weren’t each equally as desperate as Chris.
Times are tough. Really tough. For everyone. And whoever pockets that card can
waltz out of there and write their own ticket.
The station is about to be shut down for low
ratings. An on-air hijacking could turn that
around - in about fifteen minutes. And provide them all with job security. Not to mention, fame: any one of them could save the
cast and crew - live - on air - during that
precious little fifteen minutes.
The story could be told in distinct, 15-minute web series episodes from each character’s point of view, piecing the whole story together like a puzzle - or as a taut
feature - or both.
Breaking News is a tightly-contained hostage situation; with an ever-ticking clock;
a high-profit, easy-to-steal (and fence) “McGuffin;3” with careers and every kind of
relationship hanging desperately in the balance. The fierce modern struggles for
wealth, power and control of the media, it’s a tense, pressure cooker microcosm
of modern day society.
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A “McGuffin” is the object everyone in the movie (or book) is after; the device that triggers the plot.
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A Day Without a Mexican (2004) Budget = $1.5M; Worldwide Box Office = $10,057,021 (107 theaters)

